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Strengthened structure–function relationships
of the corticospinal tract by free water
correction after stroke

Stephanie Guder,1 Ofer Pasternak,2 Christian Gerloff1 and Robert Schulz1

The corticospinal tract is the most intensively investigated tract of the human motor system in stroke rehabilitative research.

Diffusion-tensor-imaging gives insights into its microstructure, and transcranial magnetic stimulation assesses its excitability.

Previous data on the interrelationship between both measures are contradictory. Correlative or predictive models which associate

them with motor outcome are incomplete. Free water correction has been developed to enhance diffusion-tensor-imaging by elimi-

nating partial volume with extracellular water, which could improve capturing stroke-related microstructural alterations, thereby

also improving structure-function relationships in clinical cohorts. In the present cross-sectional study, data of 18 chronic stroke

patients and 17 healthy controls, taken from a previous study on cortico-cerebellar motor tracts, were re-analysed: The data

included diffusion-tensor-imaging data quantifying corticospinal tract microstructure with and without free water correction, trans-

cranial magnetic stimulation data assessing recruitment curve properties of motor evoked potentials and detailed clinical data.

Linear regression modelling was used to interrelate corticospinal tract microstructure, recruitment curves properties and clinical

scores. The main finding of the present study was that free water correction substantially strengthens structure-function associa-

tions in stroke patients: Specifically, our data evidenced a significant association between fractional anisotropy of the ipsilesional

corticospinal tract and its excitability (P¼ 0.001, adj. R2¼0.54), with free water correction explaining additional 20% in recruit-

ment curve variability. For clinical scores, only free water correction leads to the reliable detection of significant correlations be-

tween ipsilesional corticospinal tract fractional anisotropy and residual grip (P¼ 0.001, adj. R2¼ 0.70) and pinch force (P< 0.001,

adj. R2¼ 0.72). Finally, multimodal models can be improved by free water correction as well. This study evidences that corticospi-

nal tract microstructure directly relates to its excitability in stroke patients. It also shows that unexplained variance in motor out-

come is considerably reduced by free water correction arguing that it might serve as a powerful tool to improve existing models of

structure-function associations and potentially also outcome prediction after stroke.
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Introduction
Systems neuroscience and neurorehabilitation research have

continuously developed powerful tools from diffusion MRI

to investigate macro- and microstructural changes after

stroke and to understand how altered brain tissue and

brain networks influence recovery processes. A variety of

studies has focused on the corticospinal tract (CST), the

main outflow tract of the human motor system.1 Aside

from mere lesion load,2 the microstructure of the ipsile-

sional CST, most widely assessed by means of the diffu-

sion-tensor-imaging (DTI) derived parameter fractional

anisotropy (FA), has been repeatedly shown to contribute

significantly to associative and predictive models of struc-

ture-behaviour relationships.1 However, a recent meta-ana-

lysis has indicated high variability in the amount of

explained variance in regression analyses between FA of

the CST and motor function or subsequent recovery.3

Likewise, also the relationship between the amount of

damage to the CST and its electrophysiological excitability,

measured by means of transcranial magnetic stimulation

(TMS), shows a high degree of inter-subject variability.

Results on the interrelationship between CST structure and

function are contradictory. There is only one study that

showed a significant association between excitability as

assessed by means of mere active motor threshold and

gross lesion load to the ipsilesional CST.4 With regard to

CST microstructure or the count of residual fibre tracts,

other studies failed to detect significant associations be-

tween recruitment curve (RC) properties of motor-evoked

potentials (MEPs) and damage to the ipsilesional CST.5,6

To explain inconsistencies between studies, it has been

hypothesized that only fibres emerging from the primary

motor cortex (M1) might inform about excitability altera-

tions after stroke. These fibres might have not been suffi-

ciently assessed by the imaging techniques applied. Though

in fact, one study that investigated different subcomponents

of the CST originating from M1 and also secondary motor

areas has failed to detect any significant associations be-

tween RC characteristics and the FA of M1-related cortico-

spinal motor fibres.7

Given the intuitively expected interrelationship between

alterations in CST microstructure and CST excitability in

stroke patients,4,8 the question arises whether further im-

provement of FA estimation of the CST might help to

strengthen such structure-function associations, ultimately

also to enhance correlative and predictive models in neurore-

habilitation research. Contamination of diffusion measures

of the CST by free water (FW)9 has been increasingly recog-

nized as a relevant issue in structural brain imaging.

Previous data have shown that increased FW content is not

only detectable in brain tissue directly affected by the stroke

lesion but also distant from it in the cerebral peduncles.10

TMS measures of CST excitability are unlikely to be influ-

enced by FW content. This might explain why previous

studies failed to uncover robust relationships between CST
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structure and CST function in stroke patients. Hence, FW

correction (FWC) might serve as one option to come closer

to the ground truth of alterations of CST microstructure.

Fitting bi-tensor models allow to separate diffusion proper-

ties of brain tissue from surrounding FW in order to cor-

rect diffusion-data for atrophy-based partial volume FW

contamination or water uptake due to vasogenic oedema

in stroke lesions.9,11 So far, there are only few studies

exploring the potential of bi-tensor models to account to

FW. These studies could relate FW itself and FA of the

CST after FWC to residual motor output10 and found that

such models provided stronger relationships with impair-

ment compared to uncorrected diffusion measures.12

However, the demonstration of an improved specificity of

corrected CST measures to its excitability properties is not

available.

The aim of this study was to test the hypothesis that

FW corrected DTI-based microstructural properties of the

CST will have a stronger association with its excitability as

assessed by means of TMS and also with residual motor

output after stroke. We therefore re-analysed available dif-

fusion data from eighteen chronic stroke patients from a

previous report on the influence of cortico-cerebellar motor

pathways to cortical excitability after stroke.13 Here, we

applied novel statistical modelling to correlate tract-related

diffusion-metrics with and without FWC with RC proper-

ties of MEPs and behavioural measures. Importantly, the

RC data and behavioural results are taken from the previ-

ous report 1:1 and will be only summarized in adapted

forms to ensure an understanding of the current protocols.

Materials and methods

Participants

Demographic and clinical data are introduced in detail in

our previous report.13 In brief, eighteen chronic patients

(aged 66.7 6 2.2 years, mean 6 SEM, range 53–84, 15

males, one left-handed) with supratentorial ischemic

stroke lesions and persistent motor deficits of the upper

extremity were included in this cross-sectional study.

Patients gave written informed consent according to the

Declaration of Helsinki to participate in the study, which

was approved by the local ethics committee (PV5357).

Clinical testing included grip force, pinch force and the

nine-hole-peg-test (in pegs/seconds) and the Fugl-Meyer

assessment of the upper extremity (UEFM). Seventeen

healthy participants (aged 66.8 6 2.0 years, range 55–79,

14 males, one left-handed) were also recruited. Controls

were pseudo-randomly assigned to be treated as ‘domin-

ant hemisphere affected’ (n¼ 13); brain imaging and

TMS experiments and analyses were conducted accord-

ingly to account for the distribution of lesions to the

dominant and non-dominant hemispheres in the stroke

patients. Table 1 summarizes clinical data of the stroke

patients, for controls, the demographic and clinical data

are summarized in Supplementary Table 1.

TMS data acquisition and analysis

TMS data are taken from our previous report.13 To sum-

marize, data acquisition was conducted using a Magstim

Table 1 Demographic and clinical data of the stroke patients

ID Gender Age DoHe AfHe Time Stroke Grip force Pinch force NHP UEFM

AH UH AH UH AH UH

1 M 77 L L 28 BG, IC 36.3 40.3 0.4 0.6 11.3 7.8 60

2 F 78 L L 20 BG, IC 19.3 24.0 0.8 0.8 7.0 7.5 66

3 M 74 L L 20 CR 42.0 34.7 0.6 0.5 10.7 8.8 66

4 F 73 L R 26 MCA 9.7 19.3 0.3 0.7 2.7 4.7 52

5 M 61 L R 35 MCA 28.7 45.3 0.7 0.7 9.3 9.5 66

6 M 55 L L 66 BG, IC 46.3 45.3 0.7 0.9 12.2 11.3 66

7 M 75 L R 58 PLIC 26.7 40.7 0.3 0.8 7.5 12.0 39

8 M 61 L L 75 BG, IC 31.0 42.7 0.5 0.8 8.0 9.8 47

9 M 53 L L 45 PG 37.7 37.3 0.9 0.9 8.7 9.7 66

10 M 76 L L 80 BG, IC 24.3 31.7 0.4 0.8 8.2 8.5 50

11 M 61 L L 88 PLIC 31.0 34.7 0.7 0.7 8.3 9.7 64

12 M 73 R R 62 BG, IC 31.3 35.3 0.6 0.7 9.8 10.7 63

13 M 60 L L 9 TC 35.3 43.3 0.6 0.7 9.0 8.2 55

14 M 58 L L 31 TC 24.0 22.3 0.9 0.9 7.2 6.2 66

15 M 64 L R 7 BG, IC 4.3 21.3 0.5 0.8 4.0 6.7 52

16 M 63 L L 11 BG, CR 20.3 46.0 0.5 1.0 3.0 8.0 51

17 F 84 L L 23 BG, CR 9.3 15.0 0.4 0.7 4.0 6.3 39

18 M 54 L L 29 CR, PLIC 17.3 42.0 0.6 0.7 6.3 8.8 59

Mean stroke M : 15 66.7 L : 17 L : 13 39.6 – 26.4* 34.5 0.6# 0.8 7.6* 8.6 57.1

SEM stroke – 62.2 – – 66.0 – 62.7 62.4 60.04 60.03 60.7 60.4 62.2

Gender (M¼ male; F¼ female) and age (in years), dominant (DoHe) and affected (AfHe) hemisphere (L¼ left; R¼ right), Time time after stroke (in months), stroke (location, TC¼ tha-

lamocapsular; CR¼ corona radiata; IC¼ capsula interna; PLIC ¼ posterior limb of the internal capsule; BG¼ basal ganglia; PG ¼ precentral gyrus; MCA ¼ extended media infarct),

Absolute pinch and grip force values (both in kg). NHP ¼ Nine-hole-peg performance (in pegs per seconds; AH ¼ affected hand; UH ¼ unaffected hand). UEFM (Fugl-Meyer assessment

of the upper extremity). SEM standard error of the mean. *Indicates significant difference between AH and UH in patients with P < 0.05, # ¼ 0.08, for details see Guder et al.13
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200 magnetic stimulator with a figure of eight coil with

a 70 mm wing diameter and EMG electrodes placed over

the first dorsal interosseous muscle on both hands in a

belly-tendon montage. Methods are described in detail in

our previous report.13 In brief, at the MEP hot spot over

M1, the resting motor threshold (RMT) was determined

to the nearest 1% of the maximum stimulator output

(MSO). To obtain properties of the MEP RC,14 we used

blocks of 11 stimuli for each intensity value, ranging

from 90 to 160% of RMT. The first trial in each block

was discarded. The order of the stimuli intensities was

pseudo-randomized in order to avoid hysteresis effects.

RCs were measured at both hemispheres. Data analysis

was conducted using Signal software 4.05 (Cambridge

Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). Fitting of RC was

based on at least 5 trials per stimulus intensity from 90

to 160% RMT except for one patient and one control

participants in which 160% RMT could not be reached

due to high RMT and increased stimulation intensities at

160% (>90% of total MSO). R Studio Version 1.1.383

(http://www.r-project.org/) was used to fit the three par-

ameter sigmoid Boltzman function (Equation 1) to each

individual RC, thereby estimating MEPmax (plateau of

RC), SLOPEmax (slope of RC, straight line fitted to RC

at its inflection point) and stimulus intensity s50 to ob-

tain a response 50% of the maximum (Fig. 1).

y ¼ MEPmax

1 þ e
s50�s

k

(1)

Table 2 summarizes the relevant TMS values used in

this study. There was a significant reduction in MEPmax

and SLOPEmax of the affected hemisphere (AH). For fur-

ther details, we refer the reader to the original

publication.13

Brain imaging

Available MRI data included high-resolution T1-weighted

anatomical and diffusion-weighted images, acquired on a

3-T Siemens Skyra scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany)

and a 32-channel head coil. Diffusion-weighted images

consisted of 75 axial slices covering the whole brain with

gradients (b¼ 1500 s/mm2) applied along 64 non-collin-

ear directions and one b0 image (TR 10 s, TE 82 ms,

resolution 2 � 2 � 2 mm). Brain imaging was conducted

using the FSL software package 5.0.2.2 (http://www.

fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). After eddy current correction and

brain extraction, 4 D volumes were used as inputs in two

different procedures: (1) DTIFIT, implemented in FSL,

was used to calculate FA maps by fitting the diffusion

tensor model at each voxel.15 Based on the tensor infor-

mation, maps for alternative diffusion metrics that are

mean axial (AD) and radial diffusivity (RD) were also

calculated. (2) A custom written MATLAB script (ran on

R2016a, The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA)9 was used

to estimate FW maps and FA maps, AD and RD maps

after FWC. In brief, a bi-tensor model is calculated to

predict signal attenuation in the presence of FW contam-

ination. The model includes two different compartments:

The first compartment estimates the fractional volume of

FW, which is modelled as an isotropic tensor with a

fixed diffusivity. The other compartment uses a diffusion-

tensor to model water molecules in the vicinity of tissue

membranes, from which FWC DTI measures are calcu-

lated.9 The uncorrected individual FA-maps were

Figure 1 Example of fitted recruitment curve using the

Boltzmann Equation. Recruitment curves of MEPs acquired by

TMS were fitted using the Boltzmann Equation. Parameters of the

curve (MEPmax, Slopemax, s50) were obtained for further analysis

(adapted from Guder et al.13).

Table 2 Characteristics of cortical excitability

MEPmax# SLOPEmax# s50

AH UH AH UH AH UH

Stroke 1.6 6 0.3*** 4.0 6 0.5 4.4 6 0.9** 9.5 6 1.3 1.25 6 0.02 1.32 6 0.03

Control 3.4 6 0.4 3.9 6 0.5 9.6 6 1.2 10.3 6 1.4 1.28 6 0.6 1.29 6 0.02

Maximum MEP (MEPmax) (in mV), SLOPEmax (max. slope of RC), s50 (inflection point) of the affected (AH) and unaffected (UH) hemispheres. Linear mixed-effects modelling

revealed a significant effect of GROUP*SIDE for MEPmax and SLOPEmax. Group comparisons include mean 6 standard error of the mean (SEM), and P-values (unpaired t-tests).

Significant group differences are indicated by asterisks (*P< 0.05, **P< 0.01, ***P< 0.001, uncorrected). #Log10 transformed values were used for statistical analysis. Adapted from

Guder et al.13
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subsequently registered non-linearly by means of FSL flirt

and fnirt to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)

standard space. The resulting transformation was applied

to all other diffusion metrics with and without FWC. To

quantify CST microstructure, we used available binarized

tract templates to read out mean FA, AD and RD values

at the level of the mesencephalon to the cerebral

peduncles (CP) from z ¼ �25 to �20 in MNI space.

Details are given in the Supplementary material and our

previous reports.16,17

Statistics

For statistical analysis, R Studio was used. Statistical sig-

nificance was assumed at P-values � 0.05. A thorough

statistical analysis of the TMS parameters or the clinical

data was not in the scope of this study, we ask the read-

er to consult the original report.13

For group comparison of CST microstructure (dependent

variable) without and with FWC between patients and

controls, linear mixed-effects modelling with repeated

measures (R’s lmer, with factor SUBJECT as random

term, GROUP (stroke patients, controls), SIDE (affected

[AH] or unaffected [UH] hemisphere) and FWC (with or

without) as fixed effects) was used. AGE was additionally

considered as a covariate. Such models were calculated for

FA, AD and RD data. Tukey method in R’s lsmeans was

used for P-value adjustment during post hoc comparisons

of estimates. Estimated means and 95% confidence inter-

vals (CI) are calculated. For FW, one separate LMER

model was calculated with the fixed factors GROUP,

SIDE, the covariate AGE and SUBJECT as random term.

In order to explore the relationship between CST

microstructure and TMS parameters of CST excitability

and behaviour, we computed individual linear regression

models (lm). Dependent variables were TMS parameters

(MEPmax, SLOPEmax and s50) of AH or behavioural

scores (grip force, pinch force, NHP of AH, UEFM). The

independent variable of interest was CST (FA, AD, and

RD) with two separate models each for AH and UH and

for each outcome measure. Coefficient estimates of CST

AH diffusion measure were reported for each model with

their P-values (within model). AGE was included as a

covariate. Also, TMS parameters and behavioural scores

of the UH were included in the models to adjust the tar-

get effects, in line with our previous report.13 Model fit

without FWC (models 1) was compared to models with

FWC (models 2) by evaluation of adjusted R2, root mean

squared error (RMSE) and likelihood-ratio (LR) test. For

the LR, we compared models 1 with the according mod-

els 2 as nested models to meet test assumptions (i.e. out-

come � uncorrected CST FA AH þ AGE þ corrected

CST FA AH). Separate models were fitted to assess the

relationship between CST FW and the outcome measures.

Variation inflation factor (VIF) analysis was used to

exclude multi-collinearity in the models. FDR correction

was applied to correct for multiple comparisons.

Finally, in order to evaluate the potential of FWC for

multimodal models including CST microstructure and

TMS parameters to infer motor outcome, we constructed

lm models with multiple predictors (details given in the

relevant section) and used stepwise backward model sim-

plification to obtain the final models.

Data availability

Data are available from the corresponding author on rea-

sonable request.

Results

Free water correction and CST
microstructure

LMER for CST FA did not reveal a significant triple

interaction GROUP*FWC*SIDE (F1,105¼ 1.4, P¼ 0.24).

However, GROUP*SIDE (F1,105¼ 18.8, P< 0.0001) was

significant. Post hoc comparisons showed that stroke

patients exhibit a significantly lower FA in the AH (esti-

mated mean 0.56) compared to UH [0.62], independent

from FW elimination (P< 0.0001, Table 3). Also, we

found that FA UH in stroke patients was lower com-

pared to the FA in controls (0.67, P¼ 0.005). Also

GROUP*FWC (F1,105¼ 35.9, P< 0.0001) was significant.

Post hoc comparisons showed that stroke patients had

significantly lower FA in both hemispheres than controls

after FWC (P< 0.0001; FWC-FA stroke ¼ 0.59; FWC-

FA controls ¼ 0.72), but not before FWC (P¼ 0.10; FA

stroke ¼ 0.59; FA controls ¼ 0.63, all est. means).

Association between CST
microstructure and cortical
excitability

After evaluating overall model significances and correct-

ing P-values of within-model predictors of interest for

multiple comparisons, we found that the mean FWC-FA

from the CST of AH was positively associated with max-

imum RC slope in stroke patients (P¼ 0.001, Table 4,

Fig. 2A). Without FWC, the association between FA and

RC did not reach statistical significance after FDR correc-

tion for 18 tests (P¼ 0.017, uncorrected). LR-test indi-

cated that FWC significantly improved the statistical

model with CST FA AH to explain SLOPEmax (LR-test

P¼ 0.003, adj. R2
nested ¼ 0.56). In line, FWC added

20% in explained variance to the model and improved

overall strength of model fit by 17% in RMSE. For illus-

tration, Fig. 2A plots measured vs. predicted SLOPEmax

for CST FA AH with and without FWC. We have to
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point out clearly that the non-FWC finding has been al-

ready reported as a secondary finding in the original

dataset based on a multivariate regression

analysis focusing on the importance of cortico-cerebellar

fibre tracts. In these analyses though, proportional CST

FA served as a covariate to adjust the target effects.13

There were no significant associations between TMS

parameters of cortical excitability and AD or RD values

of CST (Supplementary Table 2). The analyses in the

healthy controls did not reveal any significant associa-

tions between CST microstructure and the TMS parame-

ters of cortical excitability (data not shown).

Free water correction for CST
microstructure and motor outcome

Based on uncorrected statistical results, there were signifi-

cant associations between CST FA AH and grip force

(P¼ 0.036). FWC did reveal significant associations be-

tween corrected CST FA AH and both grip force

(P¼ 0.001) and pinch force (P< 0.001) and between CST

FW values and NHP and UEFM (Table 5). However, the

only regressions which remained significant after correc-

tion for multiple comparisons were found in FWC mod-

els, associating CST FA AH with grip force (P¼ 0.001)

Table 3 Corticospinal tract microstructural properties with and without free water correction

Measure Stroke patients Healthy controls

Est. mean 95% CI Est. mean 95% CI

Lower Upper Lower Upper

No FWC CST FA AH 0.57 0.53 0.60 0.63 0.59 0.67

CST FA UH 0.61 0.57 0.65 0.62 0.58 0.66

FWC CST FA AH 0.55 0.51 0.59 0.72 0.68 0.76

CST FA UH 0.62 0.58 0.66 0.71 0.67 0.75

CST FW AH 0.25 0.23 0.27 0.20 0.18 0.22

CST FW UH 0.21 0.19 0.23 0.22 0.20 0.24

Lmer for CST FW values revealed a significant interaction for GROUP*SIDE (F1,35¼ 12.9, P¼ 0.001) with post hoc tests showing that ipsilesional FW in stroke patients (0.25) was

significantly higher than their UH (0.21, P¼ 0.01) and compared to controls AH as well (0.20, P¼ 0.001). Notably, FW of CSTof both hemispheres significantly increased with age in

stroke patients and healthy controls. (F1,35¼25.1, P< 0.001). Table 3 gives estimated means for FA and FW irrespectively from non-significant interaction terms. Results for AD and

RD values are described in the Supplementary material.

Estimated means with 95% confidence intervals (CI) are given for diffusion properties of the CSTof the affected (AH) and unaffected (UH) hemispheres. FWC, FW fractional volume.

For group comparisons, please refer to the text. Please note that triple interactions were not significant (see text). Hence, statistical comparisons on these individual values were not

conducted. Non-FWC FA values have been already reported in our previous report.13

Table 4 Associations between tract-related microstructure of the corticospinal tract and measures of cortical

excitability

Outcome Predictor Model 1 jNo FWC Model 2 j FWC

Coef. P Adj.

R2

Coef. P Adj.

R2

MEPmax

AH

CST FA AH 2.25 0.108 0.11 1.96 0.039 0.21

CST FA UH �1.25 0.583 �0.06 2.23 0.197 0.04

CST FW AH – – – �4.07 0.213 0.04

CST FW UH – – – 0.13 0.967 �0.08

SLOPEmax

AH

CST FA AH 3.37 0.017# 0.34 2.97 0.001*r 0.54

CST FA UH �1.51 0.524 0.02 3.00 0.098 0.18

CST FW AH – – – �4.53 0.176 0.12

CST FW UH – – – 1.78 0.597 0.02

s50 AH CST FA AH �0.10 0.711 0.33 �0.05 0.800 0.33

CST FA UH 0.30 0.459 0.35 0.25 0.406 0.36

CST FW AH – – – 0.84 0.161 0.42

CST FW UH – – – �1.20 0.018# 0.55

Coefficients (Coef.) are given incl. P-values of tract of interest (within regression model) in individual models for the 3 outcome variables (dependent variable) and CST FA of the AH or un-

affected hemisphere (UH). Middle column: Model 1 without FWC (i.e. only uncorrected FA values), right column: Model 2 with FWC (i.e. only uncorrected FA values) applied to asses

CST microstructure. FW values were also used in separate models. Adj. R2 are given for the complete final models. For model specifications please see the statistics section. *Indicates sig-

nificant predictors after FDR correction of all P-values for multiple testing for 18 test. #Indicates significant predictors based on uncorrected P-values in models which reached overall signifi-

cance. Adjusted (Adj). R2 of baseline models (e.g. MEPmax AH � MEPmax UH þ age) were –0.01 for MEPmax AH, 0.06 for SLOPEmax AH and 0.37 for s50 AH. rFWC leads to a

reduction of RMSE by 17% from 0.35 to 0.29. LR-based model comparison reveals a significant model improvement under FWC. For AD and RD values, please see Supplementary Table 3.
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and pinch force (P< 0.001, Table 5, Fig. 2B). FWC leads

to an increase of 19% in explained variance by CST FA

AH in grip force and even 34% in pinch force compared

to the model without FWC. FWC reduces RMSE of both

models by 21 and 33%, respectively, clearly indicating

that FWC significantly strengthens structure-behaviour

relationships for ipsilesional CST microstructure as

assessed by FA (Table 5). This is in line with LR-based

model comparisons (grip force: LR-test P¼ 0.002, adj.

R2
nested ¼ 0.51, LR-test pinch force: P < 0.001, adj.

R2
nested ¼ 0.69). For illustration, Fig. 2B plots measured

vs. predicted grip forces and pinch forces for CST FA

AH with and without FWC. Modelling results for all dif-

fusion metrics including AD and RD values are given in

Supplementary Table 4 (no significant results for AD and

RD after full FDR correction).

Similar analyses in the healthy participants showed that

already models without CST diffusion measures exhibited

a very high degree of explained variance for grip force

(adj. R2¼ 0.91), pinch force (adj. R2¼ 0.72) and NHP

(adj. R2¼ 0.76) due to the amount of collinearity be-

tween functional scores of both hands in healthy individ-

uals. After correction for multiple testing, CST FA AH

without FWC was still significantly positively related to

Figure 2 Association between tract-related microstructure of the corticospinal tract and measures of cortical excitability

and behavioural scores. Effect plots are shown for mean CST FA of the affected hemisphere (AH) contributing to the explanation of CST

excitability (SLOPEmax AH) in A and motor outcome in B (grip force and pinch force of the affected hand (AH)). Left 2 columns: Models

without FWC to estimate diffusion properties, right 2 columns: Models with FWC. P-value of the tract (within-model) are given

(uncorrected). Raw tract-related FA values are plotted against estimated means of the outcome variable. Adj. R2 explained variance of the

overall regression models with plotting measured outcome vs. predicted outcome is also given.
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grip force (P¼ 0.006), and CST FA AH without

(P< 0.001) and with FWC (P¼ 0.008) was related to

pinch force variability (data not shown). However, when

omitting the functional state of the contralateral hand,

these three models did not reach significance anymore.

This argues that the results are very likely to be driven

by the functional state of the other hand. Hence, these

findings should be interpreted with caution. A further

analysis of the relationship between CST microstructure

and motor function in healthy elderly participants was

not in the scope of the present work.

Combining free water corrected

CST microstructure with TMS to

infer motor outcome

Finally, in order to evaluate the potential of FWC to

infer the behavioural state from CST microstructure and

TMS measures of cortical excitability in stroke patients,

we constructed baseline models which comprised age,

CST AH FA (with and without FWC), CST FW of AH

and UH, MEPmax AH, SLOPEmax AH and s50 AH to

explain motor outcome. Where applicable, the functional

score of UH was considered as well. Final models were

allowed to include only one structural and one TMS par-

ameter to avoid overfitting. Table 6 gives an overview

over the final models. The analyses showed that only

after FWC, CST microstructure was found to significantly

improve inferences of motor outcome. Specifically, cor-

rected CST AH FA was found to exert a significant influ-

ence in addition to MEPmax AH to explain grip force

variability. For pinch force, CST AH FA contributed in

addition to SLOPEmax AH. Gain in explained variance

(increase in adj. R2) was 9% for both models. Hereby,

the influence of CST microstructure was numerically

larger than the TMS parameters based on estimated coef-

ficients on normalized predictors (Table 6). An interesting

finding was that FW of the unaffected CST seemed to

add to the models for UEFM and NHP. Notably, for all

models relevant multi-collinearity of the independent pre-

dictors was excluded by means of VIF.

Discussion
The main finding of the present study was that elimin-

ation of FW in DTI-based characterization of CST micro-

structure in chronic stroke patients strengthens

associations with TMS-related measures of CST excitabil-

ity and clinical scores of motor output. More specifically,

there was a robust association between FWC FA of the

ipsilesional CST and the slope of the TMS derived cor-

tical excitability measure RC. The FWC FA explained

additional 20% in RC variability compared with the

non-FWC FA. Herewith the present data provided further

evidence supporting the view that CST excitability

depends on CST microstructure, a matter of debate in

Table 5 Association between tract-related microstructure of the corticospinal tract and behavioural scores

Outcome Predictor Model 1 j No FWC Model 2 j FWC

Coef. P Adj. R2 Coef. P Adj. R2

Grip force AH CST FA AH 68.30 0.036# 0.51 66.11 0.001*r 0.70

CST FA UH �46.08 0.343 0.37 55.83 0.150 0.42

CST FW AH – – – �99.01 0.177 0.41

CST FW UH – – – 46.41 0.491 0.35

Pinch force AH CST FA AH 12.49 0.154 0.38 17.62 <0.001*r 0.72

CST FA UH �13.59 0.272 0.34 16.11 0.165 0.38

CST FW AH – – – �10.24 0.585 0.30

CST FW UH – – – 16.44 0.324 0.33

NHP AH CST FA AH 0.88 0.091 0.33 0.44 0.278 0.24

CST FA UH �0.52 0.561 0.19 0.21 0.731 0.18

CST FW AH – – – �2.30 0.047# 0.38

CST FW UH – – – 2.43 0.015# 0.47

UEFM CST FA AH 40.32 0.185 0.18 36.39 0.080 0.25

CST FA UH �59.54 0.190 0.17 13.39 0.706 0.08

CST FW AH – – – �50.24 0.481 0.10

CST FW UH – – – 142.08 0.014# 0.39

Coefficients (Coef.) are given incl. P-values (within regression model) for individual models for the 4 outcome variables (dependent variable) and CST FA of the affected hemi-

sphere/hand (AH) or unaffected hemisphere/hand (UH). Middle column: Model 1 without FWC (i.e. only uncorrected FA values), right column: Model 2 with FWC applied (i.e. only

corrected FA values). CST-related FW values were also used in separate models. Adj. R2 are given for the individual final models. For model specifications please see the statistics

section. *Indicates significant predictors after FDR correction of all P-values for multiple testing for 24 tests. #Indicates significant predictors based on uncorrected P-values in mod-

els which reached overall significance. Adj. R2 of baseline models (e.g. Grip force AH � Grip force UH þ age) were 0.37 for Grip force AH, 0.32 for Pinch force AH, 0.23 for NHP

AH and 0.13 for UEFM (age as the only independent variable). rFWC leads to a reduction of RMSE by 21% from 8.03 to 6.36 for grip force and 33% from 2.18 to 1.46 for pinch

force. LR-based model comparisons reveal significant model improvement under FWC for both outcomes and CST FA AH.
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numerous previous reports. For clinical scores, FWC also

led to the detection of significant correlations between

ipsilesional CST FA and residual grip and pinch force

variability which were not detectable without FWC in the

present cohort. Finally, FWC also significantly improved

multimodal regression models to infer motor outcome.

Free water correction strengthens

the link between CST

microstructure and CST excitability

after stroke

A number of studies in stroke patients have aimed at cor-

relating microstructural properties of the damaged CST

to electrophysiological measures of altered cortical excit-

ability. For instance, Lotze et al.6 attempted to correlate

TMS measures with the number of corticospinal stream-

lines passing through the posterior limb of the internal

capsule (PLIC) and its proportional mean FA, but could

not detect any correlations in 14 chronic stroke patients.6

Subsequently, Buetefisch et al.5 have similarly reported

absent correlations between FA of the entire CST and

various TMS parameters of excitability in 17 patients.

They have discussed that the investigation of isolated M1

fibres would be needed to potentially uncover the

hypothesized structure-function associations for the CST.5

In fact, already two years earlier, Potter-Baker et al.7 had

used DTI to reconstruct CST originating from multiple

cortical brain regions. Interestingly, they had found that

the amount of asymmetry in CST FA of fibres emerging

from premotor regions but not from M1 was related to

selected RC properties. Notably, caution is advised given

the small sample size of only 8 patients.7

Our data now indicate that FWC is helpful in inferring

electrophysiological characteristics of ipsilesional cortico-

spinal excitability from microstructural properties of the

underlying structural pathways. In fact, FA estimation

was conducted at the level of CP, remote from the lesion.

Thus, oedema in or around the stroke lesion is unlikely

to cause the contamination with FW, eliminated by FWC

in our analyses. We rather argue that partial volume

effects from CSF around the CP and the brain stem seems

to be more likely to drive the present findings.

Importantly, despite some uncorrected statistical signals for

selected models (see Results section) we are convinced that

whatever causes FW contamination is not determining

function. Explained variance in our FWC-models ranged

from 21% for maximum MEP to 54% for maximum RC

slope. This indicates that a relevant amount of variability

still remains unexplained and is likely to locate beyond

CST microstructure investigated in the present report. For

instance, unexplained variance might be attributed to

stroke-related alterations in spinal or intra-cortical func-

tioning of neuronal assemblies.18 For instance, excitability

of lower motor neurons, assessed by means of F-wave

properties in nerve conduction studies, such as persistence

or response amplitudes, were found to be reduced after

stroke.19 Hence, inter-subject variability in these measures

might further help to improve the present models.

Unexplained variance might also be attributed to the

fact that, as discussed by previous reports, only M1- or

even non-M1 derived CST subcomponents might specific-

ally influence TMS measures. Our CST templates are

Table 6 Inference of behavioural scores from combined diffusion metrics and information of cortical excitability

Outcome Predictor Model 1 jNo FWC Model 2 j FWC

Coef. # P Adj. R2 Coef.# P Adj. R2

Grip force AH Grip force UH 8.43 <0.001 0.66 6.41 0.001 0.75

CST FA AH – – – 4.75 0.024 –

MEPmax AH 5.88 0.003 – 3.13 0.100 –

SLOPEmax AH – – – – – –

Pinch force AH Pinch force UH 1.95 <0.001 0.71 1.43 0.001 0.80

CST FA AH – – – 1.15 0.013 –

MEPmax AH – - – – – –

SLOPEmax AH 1.62 <0,001 – 0.96 0.025 –

NHP AH NHP UH 0.07 0.032 0.69 0.06 0.012 0.81

CST FW UH – – – 0.06 0.010 –

SLOPEmax AH 0.12 <0.001 – 0.10 <0.001 –

Age �0.07 0.018 – �0.08 0.002 –

UEFM CST FW UH – – 0.64 4.55 0.001 0.77

MEPmax AH – – – 5.58 <0.001 –

SLOPEmax AH 6.66 <0.001 – – – –

Age �4.11 <0.008 – �4.19 0.001 –

Predictors of winning multiple linear regression models are given to explain grip force, pinch force, NHP and UEFM scores. Final models stem from stepwise backward model simpli-

fication. Baseline models included the following factors as independent predictors: UH (unaffected hand) outcome (except UEFM), age, CST AH (affected hand) FA with or without

FWC, CST FW of AH and UH only for models 2, and the following three TMS parameters: MEPmax AH, SLOPEmax AH, s50 AH. To prevent overfitting, only one TMS parameter

and one DTI parameter (FA, CST FA-FWC or CST FW) was allowed for final models. Best model was selected based on Akaike Information Criterion. #Normalized values were

used for the independent variables to achieve comparability of the relative influences of the individual predictors. P-values are uncorrected.
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derived from DTI seeding in M1 with a clear relation to

hand function.16 However, secondary CST contributions

were not investigated in the present study. Thus, we can-

not contribute to the discussion in Potter-Baker et al.7 at

this stage. Notably, CST subcomponents can be separate-

ly assessed at PLIC level and above,7,20 but with the dis-

advantage of direct lesion effects which complicate the

interpretation of diffusion-based properties of CST micro-

structure. Studies in monkeys and humans have indicated

that 40–60% of CST fibres originate from M1 and only

15–25% from supplementary motor areas.21 Therefore,

we argue that the majority of information is likely to be

contributed by CST emerging from M1 as our data show

that already overall CST, assessed at CP, significantly

relates to TMS excitability. We are not convinced that

only microstructure of non-M1 derived fibres should pri-

marily shape RC properties in chronic stroke patients but

admit that more advanced high-resolution DTI will be

needed to disentangle primary and secondary CST more

precisely and relate their microstructure to measures of

excitability to finally solve this open question.

Interestingly, recent diffusion spectrum imaging has pro-

vided novel insights into the topography of different CST

fibres even at CP level.22

For healthy participants the analysis did not show any

significant associations between CST microstructure—neither

with nor without FWC—and TMS parameters. Overall,

this is in good agreement with previous reports.23,24 Hence,

CST microstructure appears not to be significantly contribu-

ting to inter-subject variability in measures of cortical excit-

ability in healthy participants. Spinal properties and

differences in intra-cortical functioning or neurotransmis-

sion25 might be more relevant influential factors.

Free water correction strengthens
the association between CST
microstructure and motor outcome
after stroke

In terms of clinical scores and motor behaviour we found

that FWC significantly strengthens the positive association

between mean FA of the ipsilesional CST and residual

motor output, taking the unaffected hand into account.

Roughly, FWC resulted in additional 19–34% explan-

ation of inter-subject variances. The potential of the pre-

sent approach is also illustrated when comparing the

actual levels of explained variances of 70% for grip force

and 72% for pinch force after FWC with recent analyses

showing correlation coefficients of moderate 0.38–0.47

(estimated R2¼ 14–22%) for asymmetry indices of FW

corrected FA of the CST at the level of the CP.10

Many previous studies have used proportional functional

scores, relating the affected hand to the unaffected hand.

However, there is relevant evidence that also the unaffect-

ed hands might undergo functional changes after

stroke.26,27 Therefore, our models included the motor

function of the unaffected hand as independent covariates.

Post hoc, we evaluated how the models for CST FA AH

would perform in reduced models with proportional grip

force and pinch force values (affected hand/unaffected

hand) as the dependent variables. Grip ratio could be still

significantly explained by CST FA AH without FWC (adj.

R2¼ 0.30, P¼ 0.02) with higher FA values associated with

higher grip force values (P¼ 0.002). In contrast, without

FWC, pinch ratio values could not be reliably explained

by the CST microstructure (adj. R2¼ 0.06, n.s.). In line

with our main findings, FWC resulted in improved grip

and pinch force explanation (grip ratio: Adj. R2¼ 0.41,

P¼ 0.007; pinch ratio: Adj. R2¼ 0.52, P¼ 0.002) indicat-

ing that our modelling results are not driven by overfitting

and inclusion of the unaffected hand as a covariate.

Notably, similar findings can be also found for electro-

physiology and SLOPEmax when reducing the TMS

models to proportional SLOPEratio values for RC de-

scription. Importantly though, excitability changes have

been reported repeatedly not only for the ipsilesional but

also the contralesional hemispheres which is likely to

complicate the interpretation of RC ratio values.28

Nevertheless, also these post hoc analyses evidenced that

CST FA AH still related to SLOPEratio already without

FWC (adj. R2¼ 0.31, P¼ 0.02), but significantly better

with FWC (adj. R2¼ 0.54, P¼ 0.001). FWC leads to an

increase of 23% in explained variance.

Free water correction strengthens
multimodal models to infer motor
outcome after stroke

CST microstructure and TMS parameter were finally

combined to explain variability in motor outcome after

stroke. We found that only after FWC, model optimiza-

tion resulted in the inclusion of CST microstructure as a

relevant predictor to infer residual motor outcome in our

cohort. Gain in explained variance was around 9%.

Moreover, these analyses revealed that multi-collinearity

did not limit the potential of FWC-derived microstructure

in multimodal models. Comparable modelling to explain

variance in motor output after stroke has been successful-

ly conducted for CST lesion load and interhemispheric

connectivity29 or even both parameters and cortical

excitability.4

Free water correction influences
group comparisons regarding CST
microstructure

We also performed group comparisons of CST micro-

structure with and without FWC and found significantly

lower FA, independently from FWC, in the CST of the

ipsilesional hemisphere, in line with the broad body of

evidence in the literature.1 However, when contrasting

FWC with groups only (GROUP*FWC interaction), we
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found that CST FA across hemispheres was also lower in

stroke patients. This would argue that CST of both hemi-

spheres undergo deterioration of white matter microstruc-

ture, a finding which was only detected in FW corrected

CST FA and not in uncorrected FA values. This supports

previous reports showing that white matter alterations do

not only affect the ipsilesional but also contralesional

hemisphere and CST (e.g. Schaechter et al.30). The FA de-

crease in ipsilesional FA was paralleled by an increase in

FW volume in stroke patients. Lastly, we also found a

disease-independent effect of age with increases in tract-

related FW with increasing age, already known from re-

cent reports in large cohorts of healthy participants.31

Limitations

There are several limitations worth to note. First, we

have used CST templates to assess its microstructure at

the level of the upper CP. This approach has been repeat-

edly used13,16,17,32 and is in line with suggestions in the

literature.33,34 The individual CST trajectories might vary

in the patients which could influence the present results.

Other regions of interest, such as PLIC, or even the ana-

lysis of the whole extent of the CST with its lesioned

parts might alter the present findings.7,10 A slice-by-slice

analysis would further increase the risk of false positives.

In fact, the actual statistical modelling was geared to

achieve high specificity at the cost of limited sensitivity

by applying consequent correction for multiple compari-

sons. Second, this study included patients in the chronic

stage of recovery. It remains an open question whether our

findings will also hold true for patients earlier after stroke.

Also, only patients with supratentorial stroke lesions have

been included. Hence, whether patients, for example with

pontine lesions would show similar structure-function asso-

ciations would be a topic for upcoming studies. Finally,

estimating the FW model from multi-shell data would be

more accurate than the single-shell data which we used in

the present study.12 The present findings should be tested

based on more elaborated diffusion MRI sequences.

Summary and Outlook

FW elimination has been increasingly investigated in DTI

and various fields of clinical neuroscience including re-

search in small vessel disease,35 healthy aging,31 demen-

tia36 or movement disorders.37 Technically, it has been

shown that this approach significantly improves test-retest

reproducibility.38 For stroke research, the present report

contributes to the hitherto extensively discussed relation-

ship between CST structure and electrophysiology in

stroke patients. Together with the secondary findings of

our previous report,13 our dataset shows that CST micro-

structure influences corticospinal excitability. In fact,

while this relationship seems to be intuitive, its evidence

however was still missing. Together with the clinical asso-

ciations our data also illustrate that FWC can help DTI

studies to come closer to the ground truth of

neuroplasticity and structural network alterations after

stroke. With regard to stroke-related changes of cortical

excitability the present results significantly reduce the

amount of unexplained variance. Using multimodal

approaches including spectroscopy,25 TMS39 or morpho-

metric analyses40 future studies might aim to further ex-

plore this residual variance to better understand function

and malfunction of the corticospinal motor network after

stroke.
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